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Accessory
Included Power Cable, 2x Remote control, Whells

Others -

Type  
of packaging

Net Weight (Kg)
Gross Weight (Kg)
Net Item Size (L x W x H mm) 1800x800x1268

Packing Size  (L x W x H mm) 1045x840x310

Display & Digital Signage Solutions

Indoor Stand ALOS Series/ VESA Attachment/ 32-75 Inch/ Automatic Motorized Table Brackets adjustable 90°-180°/ 60 Kg Max/ Remote Control

The new ALOS motorized stand offers a dynamic solution for dynamic messaging applications.

The ALOS series of automatic table stands presents itself as a fully tilting motorized terminal. An innovative digital communication tool ideal for animating your spaces such as showro-
oms or meeting rooms.
Thanks to the remote control, it can be used in the blink of an eye as a tabletop, console, or touch panel version, thus ensuring ease of use for all users, in fact the display’s large wor-
kspace and electrically adjustable height and tilt angle enable group interactivity, ideal for team review of collaborative or data-driven applications such as those used in surveying 
or geology for government and industry.
Other possible fields that benefit from the same level of interactive group settings are architecture, civil engineering, and construction.

Being modular, it can support 43, 49, 55 and 65 inch touch screen displays, and can reach an inclination from 0° to 90°.
The electric motor will allow you to always adjust the height of the display with the remote control in fact the base features sturdy drive mechanisms to provide both lift and tilt of the 
display to go from fully horizontal to vertical.

The different types of WTD touch tables represent an innovative form of multi-channel communication, ideal in shops or shopping centers, but also for companies, showrooms, wai-
ting rooms or lounge areas, railway and subway stations.
You will therefore be able to furnish your point of sale or a passage area of your interest, with the different types of WTD interactive touch tables, always innovative, both in design 
and content, involving customers in the purchase.
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